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Abstract

This paper describes the design, implementation and
evaluation of Native Client, a sandbox for untrusted x86
native modules. Native Client aims to give browser-based
applications the computational performance of native ap-
plications without compromising safety. Native Client uses
software fault isolation and a secure runtime to direct sys-
tem interaction and side effects through interfaces managed
by Native Client. Native Client provides operating system
portability for binary code while supporting performance-
oriented features generally absent from web application
programming environments, such as thread support, in-
struction set extensions such as SSE, and use of compiler
intrinsics and hand-coded assembler. We combine these
properties in an open architecture that encourages commu-
nity review and 3rd-party tools.

1. Introduction

As an application platform, the modern web browser
brings together a remarkable combination of resources,
including seamless access to Internet resources, high-
productivity programming languages such as JavaScript,
and the richness of the Document Object Model
(DOM) [61] for graphics presentation and user interaction.
While these strengths put the browser in the forefront as a
target for new application development, it remains handi-
capped in a critical dimension: computational performance.
Thanks to Moore’s Law and the zeal with which it is
observed by the hardware community, many interesting
applications get adequate performance in a browser despite
this handicap. But there remains a set of computations
that are generally infeasible for browser-based applications
due to performance constraints, for example: simulation
of Newtonian physics, computational fluid-dynamics, and
high-resolution scene rendering. The current environment
also tends to preclude use of the large bodies of high-
quality code developed in languages other than JavaScript.

Modern web browsers provide extension mechanisms
such as ActiveX [14] and NPAPI [46] to allow native
code modules to be loaded and run in the address space
of the browser. Such plugin architectures allow native

code extensions to circumvent the security mechanisms
otherwise applied to Web content. They also give plugins
access to full native performance, perhaps as a secondary
consideration. Given this organization, and the absence
of effective technical measures to constrain these plugins,
browser applications that wish to use native-code modules
must rely on non-technical measures for security, for ex-
ample, manual establishment of trust relationships through
pop-up dialog boxes, or manual installation of a console
application. Historically, these non-technical measures have
been inadequate to prevent execution of malicious native
code, leading to inconvenience and economic harm [9],
[52]. As a consequence we believe there is a prejudice
against native code extensions for browser-based applica-
tions among experts and distrust among the larger popula-
tion of computer users.

While acknowledging the insecurity of the current sys-
tems for incorporating native-code into web applications,
we also observe that there is no fundamental reason why
native code should be unsafe. In Native Client (NaCl),
we separate the problem of safe native execution from
that of extending trust, allowing them to be managed
independently. Conceptually, NaCl is organized in two
parts: a constrained execution environment for native code
to prevent unintended side effects, and a runtime for hosting
these native code extensions through which allowable side
effects may occur safely.

The main contributions of this work are:
• an infrastructure for OS and browser-portable sand-

boxed x86 binary modules,
• support for advanced performance capabilities such as

threads, SSE instructions [31], compiler intrinsics and
hand-coded assembler,

• an open system designed for easy retargeting of new
compilers and languages, and

• refinements to CISC software fault isolation, using
x86 segments for improved simplicity and reduced
overhead.

We combine these features in an infrastructure that supports
safe side effects and local communication. Overall, Native
Client provides sandboxed execution of native code and
portability across operating systems, delivering native code



Figure 1: Hypothetical NaCl-based application for editing and
sharing photos. Untrusted modules have a grey background.

performance for the browser.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 develops some essential concepts for the NaCl
system architecture and programming model. Section 3
gives additional implementation details, organized around
major system components. Section 4 provides a quantitative
evaluation of the system using more realistic applications
and application components. In Section 5 we discuss some
implications of this work. Section 6 discusses relevant prior
and contemporary systems. Section 7 concludes.

2. System Architecture

2.1. Overview

A NaCl application is composed of a collection of trusted
and untrusted NaCl modules, each isolated in a separate
process. Figure 1 shows the structure of a hypothetical
NaCl-based application for managing and sharing photos. It
consists of two components, a user interface, implemented
in JavaScript and executing in the web browser, and an
image processing library, implemented as a Native Client
module. In this hypothetical scenario, the user interface and
image processing library are part of the application and
therefore untrusted. The browser component is constrained
by the browser execution environment and the image library
is constrained by the Native Client container. Both compo-
nents are portable across operating systems and browsers,
with native code portability enabled by Native Client. Prior
to running the photo application, the user has installed
Native Client as a browser plugin. Note that the Native
Client container itself is OS and browser specific. Also note
it is trusted, that is, it has full access to the OS system call
interface and the user trusts it to not be abusive. Since it
also uses the NaCl IMC interface, we think of it as a trusted
NaCl module.

When the user navigates to the web site that hosts the
photo application, the browser loads and executes the appli-
cation JavaScript components. The JavaScript in turn loads
the image processing library into a Native Client container
using the Native Client plugin. Observe that the native code
module is loaded silently—no pop-up window asks for

Figure 2: The hypothetical photo application of Figure 1 with a
trusted storage service.

permission. Native Client is responsible for constraining
the behavior of the native application module.

Each component runs in its own private address space.
Inter-component communication is based on NaCl’s reli-
able datagram service, the IMC (Inter-Module Commu-
nications). For communications between the browser and
a NaCl module, NaCl provides two options: a simple
RPC facility (SRPC), and the Netscape Plugin Application
Programming Interface (NPAPI), both implemented on top
of the IMC. The IMC also provides shared memory seg-
ments and shared synchronization objects, intended to avoid
messaging overhead for high-volume or high-frequency
communications.

The NaCl module also has access to a “service runtime”
interface, providing for memory management operations,
thread creation and other system services. This interface
is analogous to the system call interface of a conventional
operating system.

In this paper we use “Native Client module” to refer to
untrusted native code. Note however that applications can
use multiple Native Client modules, and that both trusted
and untrusted modules may use the IMC. For example,
the user of the photo application might optionally install
a (hypothetical) trusted NaCl service for local storage of
images, illustrated in Figure 2. Because it has access to
local disk, the storage service must be installed as a native
browser plugin; it can’t be implemented as a Native Client
module. Suppose the photo application has been designed
to optionally use the stable storage service; the user in-
terface would check for the stable storage plugin during
initialization. If it detected the storage service plugin, the
user interface would establish an IMC communications
channel to it, and pass a descriptor for the channel to the
image library, enabling the image library and the storage
service to communicate directly via IMC-based services
(SRPC, shared memory, etc.). In this case the NaCl module
will typically be statically linked against a library that
provides a procedural interface for accessing the storage
service, hiding details of the IMC-level communications
such as whether it uses SRPC, whether it uses shared
memory, etc. Note that the storage service must assume that
the image library is untrusted. The service is responsible
for insuring that it only services requests consistent with
the implied contract with the user. For example, it might
enforce a limit on total disk used by the service and might
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further restrict operations to only reference a particular
directory.

Trusted facilities such as storage should generally be
implemented outside of the NaCl core, encouraging sim-
plicity and robustness of the individual components, and
enforcing stricter isolation and scrutiny of all components.
This design choice echoes micro-kernel operating system
design [1], [11], [24].

With this example in mind we will now describe the
design of key NaCl system components in more detail.

2.2. A Sandbox in a Sandbox

Native Client is built around an x86-specific intra-process
“inner-sandbox.” We believe that the inner-sandbox is ro-
bust; regardless, to provide defense in depth [12], [15]
we are also developing a second “outer-sandbox” that
implements isolation at the process boundary.

The inner-sandbox uses static analysis to detect security
defects in untrusted x86 code. Previously, such analysis
has been challenging for arbitrary x86 code due to such
practices as self-modifying code and overlapping instruc-
tions. In Native Client we disallow such practices through
a set of alignment and structural rules that, when observed,
insure that the native code module can be disassembled
reliably, such that all reachable instructions are identified
during disassembly. With reliable disassembly as a tool, our
validator can then insure that the executable includes only
the subset of legal instructions, disallowing unsafe machine
instructions.

The inner-sandbox further uses x86 segmented memory
to constrain both data and instruction memory references.
Leveraging existing hardware to implement these range
checks greatly simplifies the runtime checks required to
constrain memory references, in turn reducing the perfor-
mance impact of safety mechanisms.

This “inner sandbox” is used to create a security subdo-
main within a native operating system process. With this
organization we can place a trusted Service Runtime sub-
system within the same process as the untrusted application
module, with a secure trampoline/springboard mechanism
to allow safe transfer of control from trusted to untrusted
code and vice-versa. Although in some cases a process
boundary could effectively contain memory and system-
call side effects, we believe the inner sandbox can provide
better security. We generally assume that the operating
system is not defect free, such that the process barrier might
have defects, and further that the operating system might
deliberately map resources such as shared libraries into
the address space of all processes, as occurs in Microsoft
Windows. In effect our inner sandbox not only isolates the
system from the native module, but also helps to isolate
the native module from the operating system.

The outer-sandbox is a second redundant barrier to deter
disallowed side effects. It examines all system calls made
by the process running the NaCl module, checking every
one against a short whitelist of allowed system calls. NaCl
modules are limited in system call functionality, preventing
them from executing code with undesirable side effects. We
allow 46 system calls, and disallow the rest. In Section 3.1
we cover the sandbox implementations in more detail.

2.3. Runtime Facilities

The sandboxes prevent unwanted side effects, but some
side effects are often necessary to make a native module
useful. For interprocess communications, NaCl provides a
reliable datagram abstraction, the “Inter-Module Commu-
nications” service or IMC. The IMC allows trusted and
untrusted modules to send/receive datagrams consisting of
untyped byte arrays along with optional “NaCl Resource
Descriptors” to facilitate sharing of files, shared mem-
ory objects, communication channels, etc., across process
boundaries. The IMC can be used by trusted or untrusted
modules, and is the basis for two higher-level abstractions.
The first of these, the Simple Remote Procedure Call
(SRPC) facility, provides convenient syntax for defining
and using subroutines across NaCl module boundaries,
including calls to NaCl code from JavaScript in the browser.
The second, NPAPI, provides a familiar interface to interact
with browser state, including opening URLs and accessing
the DOM, that conforms to existing constraints for content
safety. Either of these mechanisms can be used for general
interaction with conventional browser content, including
content modifications, handling mouse and keyboard ac-
tivity, and fetching additional site content; substantially all
the resources commonly available to JavaScript.

As indicated above, the service runtime is responsible
for providing the container through which NaCl modules
interact with each other and the browser. The service
runtime provides a set of system services commonly as-
sociated with an application programming environment.
It provides sbrk() and mmap() system calls, primitives to
support malloc()/free() interface or other memory allocation
abstractions. It provides a subset of the POSIX threads in-
terface, with some NaCl extensions, for thread creation and
destruction, condition variables, mutexes, semaphores, and
thread-local storage. Our thread support is sufficiently com-
plete to allow a port of Intel’s Thread Building Blocks [49]
to Native Client. The service runtime also provides the
common POSIX file I/O interface, used for operations on
communications channels as well as web-based read-only
content. As the name space of the local file system is not
accessible to these interfaces, local side effects are not
possible.

To prevent unintended network access, network system
calls such as connect() and accept() are simply omitted.
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Although NaCl modules can typically access the network
via the browser, access is subject to the same constraints
that apply to other browser network access, so they have
no net effect on network security.

The NaCl development environment is largely based on
Linux open source systems and will be familiar to most
Linux and Unix developers. We have found that porting
existing Linux libraries is generally straightforward, with
large libraries often requiring no source changes.

2.4. Attack Surface

Overall, we recognize the following as the system com-
ponents that a would-be attacker might attempt to exploit:

• inner sandbox: binary validation
• outer sandbox: OS system-call interception
• service runtime binary module loader
• service runtime trampoline interfaces
• IMC communications interface
• NPAPI interface

In addition to the inner and outer sandbox, the system
design also incorporates CPU and NaCl module white-lists.
These mechanisms will allow us to incorporate layers of
protection based on our confidence in the robustness of
the various components and our understanding of how to
achieve the best balance between performance and security.

In the next section we hope to demonstrate that secure
implementations of these facilities are possible and that the
specific choices made in our own implementation work are
sound.

3. Native Client Implementation

3.1. Inner Sandbox

In this section we explain how NaCl implements soft-
ware fault isolation. The design is limited to explicit control
flow, expressed with calls and jumps in machine code.
Other types of control flow (e.g. exceptions) are managed
in the NaCl service runtime, external to the untrusted code,
as described with the NaCl runtime implementation below.

Our inner sandbox uses a set of rules for reliable dis-
assembly, a modified compilation tool chain that observes
these rules, and a static analyzer that confirms that the rules
have been followed. This design allows for a small trusted
code base (TCB) [58], with the compilation tools outside
the TCB, and a validator that is small enough to permit
thorough review and testing. Our validator implementation
requires less than 500 C statements (semicolons), including
an x86 decoder and cpuid decoding. This compiles into
about 6000 bytes of executable code (Linux optimized
build) of which about 900 bytes are the cpuid implemen-
tation, 1700 bytes the decoder, and 3400 bytes the validator
logic.

C1 Once loaded into the memory, the binary is not writable,
enforced by OS-level protection mechanisms during execu-
tion.

C2 The binary is statically linked at a start address of zero,
with the first byte of text at 64K.

C3 All indirect control transfers use a nacljmp pseudo-
instruction (defined below).

C4 The binary is padded up to the nearest page with at least
one hlt instruction (0xf4).

C5 The binary contains no instructions or pseudo-instructions
overlapping a 32-byte boundary.

C6 All valid instruction addresses are reachable by a fall-
through disassembly that starts at the load (base) address.

C7 All direct control transfers target valid instructions.

Table 1: Constraints for NaCl binaries.

To eliminate side effects the validator must address four
sub-problems:

• Data integrity: no loads or stores outside of data
sandbox

• Reliable disassembly
• No unsafe instructions
• Control flow integrity

To solve these problems, NaCl builds on previous work
on CISC fault isolation. Our system combines 80386 seg-
mented memory [13] with previous techniques for CISC
software fault isolation [37]. We use 80386 segments to
constrain data references to a contiguous subrange of the
virtual 32-bit address space. This allows us to effectively
implement a data sandbox without requiring sandboxing of
load and store instructions. VX32 [19], [20] implements
its data sandbox in a similar fashion. Note that NaCl
modules are 32-bit 80386 executables. The more recent 64-
bit executable model is not supported.

Table 1 lists the constraints NaCl requires of untrusted
binaries. Together, constraints C1 and C6 make disassembly
reliable. With reliable disassembly as a tool, detection
of unsafe instructions is straightforward. A partial list of
opcodes disallowed by NaCl includes:

• syscall and int. Untrusted code cannot invoke the
operating system directly.

• all instructions that modify x86 segment state, includ-
ing lds, far calls, etc.

• ret. Returns are implemented with a sandboxing
sequence that ends with an indirect jump.

Apart from facilitating control sandboxing, excluding ret
also prevents a vulnerability due to a race condition if
the return address were checked on the stack. A similar
argument requires that we disallow memory addressing
modes on indirect jmp and call instructions. NaCl does
allow the hlt instruction. It should never be executed by
a correct instruction stream and will cause the module to
be terminated immediately. As a matter of hygiene, we
disallow all other privileged/ring-0 instructions, as they are
never required in a correct user-mode instruction stream.
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We also constrain x86 prefix usage to only allow known
useful instructions.

The fourth problem is control flow integrity, insuring
that all control flow in the program text targets an in-
struction identified during disassembly. For each direct
branch, we statically compute the target and confirm it is
a valid instruction as per constraint C6. Our technique for
indirect branches combines 80386 segmented memory with
a simplified sandboxing sequence. As per constraint C2 and
C4, we use the CS segment to constrain executable text to
a zero-based address range, sized to a multiple of 4K bytes.
With the text range constrained by segmented memory, a
simple constant mask is adequate to ensure that the target
of an indirect branch is aligned mod 32, as per constraints
C3 and C5:

and %eax, 0xffffffe0
jmp *(%eax)

We will refer to this special two instruction sequence as
a nacljmp. This five-byte instruction sequence (3 bytes
for the and and 2 for the jmp) compares favorably to
previous implementations of CISC sandboxing [37], [38],
[54]. Without segmented memory, sandboxed control flow
typically must use two six-byte masking instructions (an
and and an or) for a total of fourteen bytes.

Considering the pseudo-code in Figure 3, we next assert
and then prove the correctness of our design for control-
flow integrity. Assuming the text in question was validated
without errors, let S be the set of instructions addresses
from the list StartAddr.

Theorem: S contains all addresses that can be reached
from an instruction with address in S.

Proof: By contradiction. Suppose an address IP not in S
is reached during execution from a predecessor instruction
A with address in S. Because execution is constrained by
x86 segmentation, the IP must trivially be in [0:TextLimit).
So T can only be reached in one of three ways.
case 1: IP is reached by falling through from A. This

implies that IP is InstAddr(A) + InstLength(A). But
this address would have been in S from part 1 in the
construction. Contradiction.

case 2: IP is reached by a direct jump or call from an
instruction A in S. Then IP must be in JumpTargets,
a condition checked by part 2 of the construction.
Observe that JumpTargets is a subset of S, from part
1 of the construction. Therefore IP must be in S.
Contradiction.

case 3: IP is reached by an indirect transfer from an
instruction at A in S. Since the instruction at A is
an indirect call or jump, any execution of A always
immediately follows the execution of an and. After
the and mask the computed address is aligned 0 mod
32. Since no instructions can straddle a 0 mod 32

// TextLimit = the upper text address limit
// Block(IP) = 32-byte block containing IP
// StartAddr = list of inst start addresses
// JumpTargets = set of valid jump targets

// Part 1: Build StartAddr and JumpTargets
IP = 0
JumpTargets = { }
icount = 0
while IP <= TextLimit:

if inst_is_disallowed(IP):
error "Disallowed instruction seen"

StartAddr[icount++] = IP
if inst_overlaps_block_size(IP):

error "Block alignment failure"
if inst_is_indirect_jump_or_call(IP):

if !is_2_inst_nacl_jmp_idiom(IP) or
icount < 2 or
Block(StartAddr[icount-2]) != Block(IP):
error "Bad indirect control transfer"

else
// Note that indirect jmps are inside
// a pseudo-inst and bad jump targets
JumpTargets = JumpTargets + { IP }

// Proceed to the fall-through address
IP += InstLength(IP)

// Part 2: Detect invalid direct transfers
for I = 0 to length(StartAddr)-1:

IP = StartAddr[I]
if inst_is_direct_jump_or_call(IP):

T = direct_jump_target(IP)
if not(T in [0:TextLimit))

or not(T in JumpTargets):
error "call/jmp to invalid address"

Figure 3: Pseudo-code for the NaCl validator.

boundary, every 0 mod 32 address in [0, TextLimit)
must be in S. Hence IP is in S. Contradiction.

Hence any instruction reached from an instruction in S is
also in S.

Note that this analysis covers explicit, synchronous con-
trol flow only. Exceptions are discussed in Section 3.3.

If the validator were excessively slow it might discourage
people from using the system. We find our validator can
check code at approximately 30MB/second (35.7 MB in
1.2 seconds, measured on a MacBook Pro with MacOS
10.5, 2.4GHz Core 2 Duo CPU, warm file-system cache).
At this speed, the compute time for validation will typically
be very small compared to download time, and so is not a
performance issue.

We believe this inner sandbox needs to be extremely
robust. We have tested it for decoding defects using random
instruction generation as well as exhaustive enumeration of
valid x86 instructions. We also have used “fuzzing” tests
to randomly modify test executables. Initially these tests
exposed critical implementation defects, although as testing
continues no defects have been found in the recent past.
We have also tested on various x86 microprocessor imple-
mentations, concerned that processor errata might lead to
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SYS exit SYS sigaltstack
SYS time SYS modify ldt
SYS wait4 SYS dup
SYS getpid SYS clone
SYS getuid SYS uname
SYS access SYS stat64
SYS ioctl SYS fstat64
SYS brk SYS set tid address
SYS munmap SYS rt sigaction
SYS mprotect SYS exit group
SYS madvise SYS rt sigprocmask
SYS gettimeofday SYS futex
SYS pread64 SYS sysctl
SYS pwrite64 SYS mmap2
SYS ugetrlimit SYS mmap
SYS getrlimit SYS fcntl
SYS setrlimit SYS fcntl64
SYS poll SYS set thread area
SYS clock gettime SYS getdents
SYS clock getres SYS getdents64
SYS nanosleep SYS close
SYS read SYS write

Table 2: System call whitelist in the outer sandbox.

exploitable defects [30], [35]. We did find evidence of CPU
defects that lead to a system “hang” requiring a power-cycle
to revive the machine. This occurred with an earlier version
of the validator that allowed relatively unconstrained use
of x86 prefix bytes, and since constraining it to only allow
known useful prefixes, we have not been able to reproduce
such problems.

3.2. Outer Sandbox

We are developing the outer sandbox as a possible
second layer of defense for untrusted NaCl modules. If the
NaCl inner sandbox were compromised, the untrusted code
would have access to the state of the service runtime, but
the outer sandbox would thwart a large class of behaviors
by moderating system calls at the process boundary. This
section describes our Linux outer sandbox implementation.
The MacOS and Windows outer sandboxes are works-
in-progress. Our Linux implementation uses the ptrace
interface [48], [57], as will our MacOS implementation.
On Windows we will use Windows access-control lists [41].
These sandboxes are carefully planned to avoid kernel mod-
ifications or device drivers, as we believe the maintenance
burden makes such an approach intractable.

The Linux outer sandbox operates by launching the NaCl
container (Secure Elf Loader or sel ldr) as a child process,
and examining all system calls made by the process using
ptrace. The outer sandbox maintains a whitelist of allowed
system calls, and any attempted system calls outside this
whitelist causes immediate termination of the NaCl module.
See Table 2 for a list of allowed system calls.

Some of these system calls, such as SYS_clone and
and SYS_open, require special argument checking. For
example, for SYS_open we maintain a whitelist of files

that the NaCl container will open, including shared libraries
opened by ld.so and the NaCl module source being run
at the beginning of execution. At this time NaCl modules
are not allowed file system access, so we disallow all
other SYS_open calls. By monitoring the SYS_open
call, we avoid the need to closely check SYS_read,
SYS_write, or SYS_mmap, with the file descriptor re-
turned by SYS_open effectively serving as a capability to
perform these operations.

3.2.1. Limitations. Our implementation of the outer-
sandbox using ptrace adds overhead since every system
call, even if whitelisted, causes two context switches and
a table lookup to determine if the system call is allowed.
Although the overhead is unfortunate it doesn’t impact the
basic NaCl programming model, which already requires
developers to be sensitive to use of system calls and to
limit the frequency of inter-module communications. As in-
dicated earlier, NaCl provides shared memory and synchro-
nization objects, essential for achieving best performance
for high-frequency and high-bandwidth communications.

A limitation of our ptrace implementation is the
existence of alternative system call interfaces, such as the
lcall7 and lcall27 call gates. Since these call gates
have been removed from most modern Linux systems, we
intend to add an operating system check which fails if
lcall7 or lcall27 is enabled.

3.3. Exceptions

Hardware exceptions (segmentation faults, floating point
exceptions) and external interrupts are not allowed, due
in part to distinct and incompatible exception models in
Linux, MacOS and Windows. Both Linux and Windows
rely on the x86 stack via %esp for delivery of these events.
Regrettably, since NaCl modifies the %ss segment register,
the stack appears to be invalid to the operating system,
such that it cannot deliver the event and the corresponding
process is immediately terminated. The use of x86 segmen-
tation for data sandboxing effectively precludes recovery
from these types of exceptions. As a consequence, NaCl
untrusted modules apply a failsafe policy to exceptions.
Each NaCl module runs in its own OS process, for the
purpose of exception isolation. NaCl modules cannot use
exception handling to recover from hardware exceptions
and must be correct with respect to such error conditions
or risk abrupt termination. In a way this is convenient, as
there are very challenging security issues in delivering these
events safely to untrusted code.

Although we cannot currently support hardware excep-
tions, NaCl does support C++ exceptions [55]. As these are
synchronous and can be implemented entirely at user level
there are no implementation issues. Windows Structured
Exception Handling [42] requires non-portable operating
support and is therefore not supported.
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Platform “null” Service
Runtime call time

Linux, Ubuntu 6.06
IntelTM CoreTM 2 6600 156
2.4 GHz
Mac OSX 10.5
IntelTM XeonTM E5462 148
2.8 GHz
Windows XP
IntelTM CoreTM 2 Q6600 123
2.4 GHz

Table 3: Service runtime context switch overhead. The runtimes
are measured in nanoseconds. They are obtained by averaging the
measurements of 10 runs of a NaCl module which measured the
time required to perform 10,000,000 “null” service runtime calls.

3.4. Service Runtime

The service runtime is a native executable invoked by an
NPAPI plugin that also supports interaction between the
service runtime and the browser. It supports a variety of
web browsers on Windows, MacOS and Linux. It imple-
ments the dynamic enforcement that maintains the integrity
of the inner sandbox and provides resource abstractions
to isolate the NaCl application from host resources and
operating system interface. It contains trusted code and
data that, while sharing a process with the contained
NaCl module, are accessible only through a controlled
interface. The service runtime prevents untrusted code from
inappropriate memory accesses through a combination of
x86 memory segment and page protection.

When a NaCl module is loaded, it is placed in a segment-
isolated 256MB region within the service runtime’s address
space. The first 64 KB of the NaCl module’s address space
(NaCl “user” address space) is reserved for initialization
by the service runtime. The first 4 KB is read and write
protected to detect NULL pointers. The remaining 60 KB
contains trusted code that implements our “trampoline” call
gate and “springboard” return gate. Untrusted NaCl module
text is loaded immediately after this 64 KB region. The
%cs segment is set to constrain control transfers from the
zero base to the end of the NaCl module text. The other
segment registers are set to constrain data accesses to the
256 MB NaCl module address space.

Because it originates from and is installed by the trusted
service runtime, trampoline and springboard code is al-
lowed to contain instructions that are forbidden elsewhere
in untrusted executable text. This code, patched at runtime
as part of the NaCl module loading process, uses segment
register manipulation instructions and the far call in-
struction to enable control transfers between the untrusted
user code and the trusted service runtime code. Since every
0 mod 32 address in the first 64 KB of the NaCl user space
is a potential computed control flow target, these are our
entry points to a table of system-call trampolines. One of
these entry points is blocked with a hlt instruction, so that

the remaining space may be used for code that can only be
invoked from the service runtime. This provides space for
the springboard return gate.

Invocation of a trampoline transfers control from un-
trusted code to trusted code. The trampoline sequence resets
%ds and then uses a far call to reset the %cs segment
register and transfer control to trusted service handlers,
reestablishing the conventional flat addressing model ex-
pected by the code in the service runtime. Once outside the
NaCl user address space, it resets other segment registers
such as %fs, %gs, and %ss to re-establish the native-code
threading environment, fully disabling the inner sandbox
for this thread, and loads the stack register %esp with the
location of a trusted stack for use by the service runtime.
Note that the per-thread trusted stack resides outside the
untrusted address space, to protect it from attack by other
threads in the untrusted NaCl module.

Just as trampolines permit crossing from untrusted to
trusted code, the springboard enables crossing in the other
direction. The springboard is used by the trusted runtime

• to transfer control to an arbitrary untrusted address,
• to start a new POSIX-style thread, and
• to start the main thread.

Alignment ensures that the springboard cannot be invoked
directly by untrusted code. The ability to jump to an
arbitrary untrusted address is used in returning from a
service call. The return from a trampoline call requires
popping an unused trampoline return addresses from the
top of the stack, restoring the segment registers, and finally
aligning and jumping to the return address in the NaCl
module.

Table 3 shows the overhead of a “null” system call. The
Linux overhead of 156 ns is slightly higher than that of
the Linux 2.6 getpid syscall time, on the same hardware,
of 138 ns (implemented via the vsyscall table and using
the sysenter instruction). We note that the user/kernel
transfer has evolved continuously over the life of the x86 ar-
chitecture. By comparison, the segment register operations
and far calls used by the NaCl trampoline are somewhat
less common, and may have received less consideration
over the history of the x86 architecture.

3.5. Communications

The IMC is the basis of communications into and out
of NaCl modules. The implementation is built around a
NaCl socket, providing a bi-directional, reliable, in-order
datagram service similar to Unix domain sockets [34]. An
untrusted NaCl module receives its first NaCl socket when
it is created, accessible from JavaScript via the Document-
Object Model object used to create it. The JavaScript uses
the socket to send messages to the NaCl module, and can
also share it with other NaCl modules. The JavaScript
can also choose to connect the module to other services

7



Number of Linux OSX Windows
Descriptor

1 3.3 31.5 38
2 5.3 38.6 51
3 6.6 47.9 64
4 8.2 50.9 77
5 9.7 54.1 90
6 11.1 60.0 104
7 12.6 63.7 117
8 14.2 66.2 130

Table 4: NaCl resource descriptor transfer cost. The times are
in microseconds. In this test, messages carrying zero data bytes
and a varying number of I/O descriptors are transferred from
a client NaCl module to a server NaCl module. On OSX, a
request/ack mechanism is needed as a bug workaround in the OSX
implementation of sendmsg. On Windows, a DuplicateHandle()
system call is required per I/O object transferred. These tests were
run without enabling the outer sandbox.

available to it by opening and sharing NaCl sockets as NaCl
descriptors. NaCl descriptors can also be used to create
shared memory segments.

Using NaCl messages, NaCl’s SRPC abstraction is im-
plemented entirely in untrusted code. SRPC provides a
convenient syntax for declaring procedural interfaces be-
tween JavaScript and NaCl modules, or between two NaCl
modules, supporting a few basic types (int, float, char)
as well as arrays in addition to NaCl descriptors. More
complex types and pointers are not supported. External
data representation strategies such as XDR [17] or Protocol
Buffers [25] can easily be layered on top of NaCl messages
or SRPC.

Our NPAPI implementation is also layered on top of
the IMC and supports a subset of the common NPAPI
interface. Specific requirements that shaped the current
implementation are the ability read, modify and invoke
properties and methods on the script objects in the browser,
support for simple raster graphics, provide the createAr-
ray() method and the ability to open and use a URL
like a file descriptor. The currently implemented NPAPI
subset was chosen primarily for expedience, although we
will likely constrain and extend it further as we improve
our understanding of related security considerations and
application requirements.

3.6. Developer Tools

3.6.1. Building NaCl Modules. We have modified the
standard GNU tool chain, using version 4.2.2 of the gcc
collection of compilers [21], [28] and version 2.18 of
binutils [22] to generate NaCl-compliant binaries. We have
built a reference binary from newlib 1 using the resulting
tool chain, rehosted to use the NaCl trampolines to im-
plement system services (e.g., read(), brk(), gettimeofday(),

1. See http://sourceware.org/newlib/

imc sendmsg()). NaCl supports an insecure “debug” mode
that allows additional file-system interaction not otherwise
allowed for secure code.

We modified gcc for NaCl by changing the alignment
of function entries (-falign-functions) to 32 bytes
and by changing the alignment of the targets branches
(-falign-jumps) to 32 bytes. We also changed gcc
to use nacljmp for indirect control transfers, including
indirect calls and all returns. We made more significant
changes to the assembler, to implement NaCl’s block align-
ment requirements. To implement returns, the assembler
ensures that call instructions always appear in the final
bytes of a 32 byte block. We also modified the assembler to
implement indirect control transfer sequences by expanding
the nacljmp pseudo-instruction as a properly aligned
consecutive block of bytes. To facilitate testing we added
support to use a longer nacljmp sequence, align the text
base, and use an and and or that uses relocations as masks.
This permits testing applications by running them on the
command line, and has been used to run the entire gcc
C/C++ test suite. We also changed the linker to set the
base address of the image as required by the NaCl loader
(64K today).

Apart from their direct use the tool chain also serves
to document by example how to modify an existing tools
chain to generate NaCl modules. These changes were
achieved with less than 1000 lines total to be patched in
gcc and binutils, demonstrating the simplicity of porting a
compiler to NaCl.

3.6.2. Profiling and Debugging. The NaCl open
source release includes a simple profiling framework
to capture a complete call trace with minimal
performance overhead. This support is based on gcc’s
-finstrument-functions code generation option
combined with the rdtsc timing instruction. This
profiler is portable, implemented entirely as untrusted
code. In our experience, optimized builds profiled in this
framework have performance somewhere between -O0
and -O2 builds. Optionally, the application programmer
can annotate the profiler output with methods similar to
printf, with output appearing in the trace rather than stdout.

Native Client does not currently support interactive de-
bugging of NaCl binary modules. Commonly we debug
NaCl module source code by building with standard tools
and a library that exports all the interfaces to the NaCl
service runtime, allowing us to build debug and NaCl
modules from identical source. Over time we hope to
improve our support for interactive debugging of release
NaCl binaries.

4. Experience

Unless otherwise noted, performance measurements in
this section are made without the NaCl outer sandbox.
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Figure 4: SPEC2000 performance. “Static” results are for stati-
cally linked binaries; “align32” results are for binaries aligned in
32-byte blocks, and “nacl32” results are for NaCl binaries.

static aligned NaCl increase
ammp 200 203 203 1.5%
art 46.3 48.7 47.2 1.9%
bzip2 103 104 104 1.9%
crafty 113 124 127 12%
eon 79.2 76.9 82.6 4.3%
equake 62.3 62.9 62.5 0.3%
gap 63.9 64.0 65.4 2.4%
gcc 52.3 54.7 57.0 9.0%
gzip 149 149 148 -0.7%
mcf 65.7 65.7 66.2 0.8%
mesa 87.4 89.8 92.5 5.8%
parser 126 128 128 1.6%
perlbmk 94.0 99.3 106 13%
twolf 154 163 165 7.1%
vortex 112 116 124 11%
vpr 90.7 88.4 89.6 -1.2%

Table 5: SPEC2000 performance. Execution time is in seconds.
All binaries are statically linked.

Sandbox overhead depends on how much message-passing
and service runtime activity the application requires. At this
time we do not have realistic applications of NaCl to stress
this aspect of the system.

4.1. SPEC2000

A primary goal of Native Client is to deliver substantially
all of the performance of native code execution. NaCl
module performance is impacted by alignment constraints,
extra instructions for indirect control flow transfers, and the
incremental cost of NaCl communication abstractions.

We first consider the overhead of making native code
side effect free. To isolate the impact of the NaCl binary
constraints (Table 1), we built the SPEC2000 CPU bench-
marks using the NaCl compiler, and linked to run as a
standard Linux binary. The worst case for NaCl overhead is
CPU bound applications, as they have the highest density of
alignment and sandboxing overhead. Figure 4 and Table 5
show the overhead of NaCl compilation for a set of
benchmarks from SPEC2000. The worst case performance
overhead is crafty at about 12%, with other benchmarks
averaging about 5% overall. Hardware performance counter
measurements indicate that the largest slowdowns are due

static aligned NaCl increase
ammp 657 759 766 16.7%
art 469 485 485 3.3%
bzip2 492 525 526 7.0%
crafty 756 885 885 17.5%
eon 1820 2016 2017 10.8%
equake 465 475 475 2.3%
gap 1298 1836 1882 45.1%
gcc 2316 3644 3646 57.5%
gzip 492 537 537 9.2%
mcf 439 452 451 2.8%
mesa 1337 1758 1769 32.3%
parser 641 804 802 25.2%
perlbmk 1167 1752 1753 50.2%
twolf 773 937 936 21.2%
vortex 1019 1364 1351 32.6%
vpr 668 780 780 16.8%

Table 6: Code size for SPEC2000, in kilobytes.

to instruction cache misses. For crafty, the instruction fetch
unit is stalled during 83% of cycles for the NaCl build,
compared to 49% for the default build. Gcc and vortex are
also significantly impacted by instruction cache misses.

As our current alignment implementation is conservative,
aligning some instructions that are not indirect control
flow targets, we hope to make incremental code size
improvement as we refine our implementation. “NaCl”
measurements are for statically linked binaries, aligned in
32-byte blocks, and using the nacljmp instruction for
indirect control flow transfers. To isolate the impact of
these three constraints, Figure 4 also shows performance
for static linking only, and for static linking and alignment.
These comparisons make it clear that alignment is the main
factor in cases where overhead is significant. Impact from
static linking and sandboxing instruction overhead is small
by comparison.

The impact of alignment is not consistent across the
benchmark suite. In some cases, alignment appears to
improve performance, and in others it seems to make things
worse. We hypothesize that alignment of branch targets
to 32-byte boundaries sometimes interacts favorably with
caches, instruction prefetch buffers, and other facets of
processor microarchitecture. These effects are curious but
not large enough to justify further investigation. In cases
where alignment makes performance worse, one possible
factor is code size, as mentioned above. Table 6 shows that
NaCl code size increase due to alignment can be significant,
especially in benchmarks like gcc with a large number
of static call sites. Similarly, benchmarks with a large
amount of control flow branching (e.g., crafty, vortex) have
a higher code size growth due to branch target alignment.
The incremental code size increase of sandboxing with
nacljmp is consistently small.

Overall, the performance impact of NaCl on these bench-
marks is on average less than 5%. At this level, overhead
compares favorably to untrusted native execution.
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Sample Native Client Linux Executable
Voronoi 12.4 13.9
Earth 14.4 12.6
Life 21.9 19.4

Table 7: Compute/graphics performance tests. Times are user time
in seconds.

Executable 1 thread 2 threads 4 threads
Native Client 42.16 22.04 12.4
Linux Binary 46.29 24.53 13.9

Table 8: Voronoi thread performance. Times are user time in
seconds.

4.2. Compute/Graphics Performance Tests

We implemented three simple compute+animation
benchmarks to test and evaluate our CPU performance for
threaded code.2 They are:

• Earth: a ray-tracing workload, projecting a flat image
of the earth onto a spinning globe

• Voronoi: a brute force Voronoi tessellation3

• Life: cellular automata simulation of Conway’s Game
of Life

These workloads have helped us refine and evaluate our
thread implementation, in addition to providing a bench-
mark against standard native compilation.

We used the Linux time command to launch and time
standalone vs. Native Client release built executables. All
measurements are for a Ubuntu Dapper Drake Linux system
with a 2.4GHz Intel Q6600 quad core processor. VSYNC
was disabled.4 The normal executables were built using
g++ version 4.0.3, the Native Client versions with nacl-
g++ version 4.2.2. All three samples were built with -O3
-mfpmath=sse -msse -fomit-frame-pointer.

Voronoi used four worker threads and ran for 1000
frames. Earth ran with four worker threads for 1000 frames.
Life ran as a single thread, for 5000 frames. Table 7 shows
the average for three consecutive runs.

Voronoi ran faster as a Native Client application than as
a normal executable. The other two tests, Earth and Life,
ran faster as normal executables than their Native Client
counterparts. Overall these preliminary measurements sug-
gest that, for these simple test cases, the NaCl thread
implementation behaves reasonable compared to Linux. Ta-
ble 8 shows a comparison of threaded performance between
Native Client and a normal Linux executable, using the
Voronoi demo. Comparing NaCl to Linux, performance
scales comparably with increased thread count.

2. These benchmarks will be included in our open source distribution.
3. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voronoi
4. It is important to disable VSYNC when benchmarking rendering

applications. If VSYNC is enabled, the application’s rendering thread may
be put to sleep until the next vertical sync occurs on the display.

4.3. H.264 Decoder

We ported an internal implementation of H.264 video
decoding to evaluate the difficulty of the porting effort.
The original application converted H.264 video into a raw
file format, implemented in about 11K lines of C for
the standard GCC environment on Linux. We modified
it to play video. The port required about twenty lines
of additional C code, more than half of which was error
checking code. Apart from rewriting the Makefile, no other
modifications were required. This experience is consistent
with our general experience with NaCl; legacy Linux
libraries that don’t inherently require network and disk
generally port to NaCl with minimal effort. Performance
of the original and NaCl versions were comparable and
limited by video frame-rate.

4.4. Bullet

Bullet [7] is an open source physics simulation system.
It has accuracy and modeling features that make it appro-
priate for real-time applications like computer games. As
a complex, performance sensitive legacy code base it is
representative of a type of system that we would like to
support with Native Client.

The effort required to build Bullet for NaCl was non-
trivial but generally straightforward. We used Bullet v2.66
for our experiments which is configurable via autotools [4],
allowing us specify use of the NaCl compiler. We also had
to build the Jam build system [32], as it is required by
the Bullet build. A few #defines also had to be adjusted to
eliminate unsupported profiling system calls and other OS
specific code. Overall it took a couple of hours of effort to
get the library to build for NaCl.

Our performance test used the HelloWorld demo pro-
gram from the Bullet source distribution, a simulation of
a large number of spheres falling and colliding on a flat
surface. We compared two builds using GCC v4.2.2 capable
of generating NaCl compliant binaries. Measuring 100,000
iterations, we observed 36.5 seconds for the baseline build
(-static) vs. 32-byte aligned blocks (as required by NaCl)
at 36.1 seconds, or about a 1% speedup for alignment.
Incorporating the additional opcode constraints required
by NaCl results in runtime of 37.3 seconds, or about a
2% slowdown overall. These numbers were obtained using
a two processor dual-core Opteron 8214 with 8GB of
memory.

4.5. Quake

We profiled sdlquake-1.0.9 (from www.libsdl.org) using
the built-in “timedemo demo1” command. Quake was run
at 640x480 resolution on a Ubuntu Dapper Drake Linux
box with a 2.4GHz Intel Q6600 quad core CPU. The video
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Run # Native Client Linux Executable
1 143.2 142.9
2 143.6 143.4
3 144.2 143.5
Average 143.7 143.3

Table 9: Quake performance comparison. Numbers are in frames
per second.

system’s vertical sync (VSYNC) was disabled. The Linux
executable was built using gcc version 4.0.3, and the Native
Client version with nacl-gcc version 4.2.2, both with -O2
optimization.

With Quake, the differences between Native Client and
the normal executable are, for practical purposes, indistin-
guishable. See Table 9 for the comparison. We observed
very little non-determinism between runs. The test plays
the same sequence of events regardless of frame rate. Slight
variances in frame rate can still occur due to the OS thread
scheduler and pressure applied to the shared caches from
other processes. Although Quake uses software rendering,
the performance of the final bitmap transfer to the user’s
desktop may depend on how busy the video device is.

5. Discussion

As described above, NaCl has inner- and outer-
sandboxes, redundant barriers to protect native operating
system interfaces. Additional measures such as a CPU
whitelist and NaCl module whitelist/blacklist may be de-
ployed if we determine they would enhance the security of
the system. We have also considered more elaborate mea-
sures, although as they are speculative and unimplemented
we don’t describe them here. We see open public discussion
and feedback as critical to hardening this technology, and
informing our decisions about what security mechanisms
to include in the system.

We expect NaCl to be very well suited to simple, compu-
tationally intensive extensions for web applications, specif-
ically in domains such as physical simulation, language
processing, and high-performance graphics rendering. Over
time if we can provide convenient DOM access, we hope to
enable web-based applications that run primarily in native
code, with a relatively thin JavaScript wrapper. There are
also applications of this technology outside of the browser;
this is outside our current focus.

We have developed and tested NaCl on Ubuntu Linux,
MacOS and Microsoft Windows XP. Overall we are satis-
fied with the interaction of NaCl with these operating sys-
tems. That being said, there are a few areas where operating
system support might helpful. Popular operating systems
generally require all threads to use a flat addressing model
in order to deliver exceptions correctly. Use of segmented
memory prevents these systems from interpreting the stack
pointer and other key thread state. Better segment support

in the operating system might allow us to resolve this
problem and allow for better hardware exception support in
untrusted code. If the OS recognized a distinguished thread
to receive all exceptions, that would allow NaCl to receive
exceptions in a trusted thread.

NaCl would also benefit from more consistent enabling
of LDT access across popular x86 operating systems. As
an interesting alternative to maintaining system call access
as provided by most current systems, a system call for
mapping the LDT directly into user space would remove a
kernel system call from the path for NaCl thread creation,
relevant for modules with a large number of threads.

6. Related Work

Techniques for safely executing 3rd-party code gener-
ally fall into three categories: system request moderation,
software fault isolation (including virtualization), and trust
with authentication.

6.1. System Request Moderation

Kernel-based mechanisms such as systrace [48] and
ptrace [57] are familiar facilities on Unix-like systems.
Many previous projects have explored use of these mecha-
nisms for containing untrusted code [23], [33], [50], most
recently Android [8], [26] from Google and Xax [16] from
Microsoft Research. Android uses a sandbox for running
3rd party applications. Each Android application is run as
a different Linux user, and a containment system partitions
system call activity into permission groups such as “Net-
work communication” and “Your personal information”.
User acknowledgment of required permissions is required
prior to installing a 3rd party application.

Xax is perhaps the most similar work to Native Client
in terms of goals, although their implementation approach
is quite different, using system call interception based on
ptrace on Linux and a kernel device driver on Windows.
We considered such a kernel-based approach very early in
our work but rejected it as impractical due to concerns
about supportability. In particular we note that the Xax
Windows implementation requires a kernel-mode device
driver that must be updated for each supported Windows
build, a scheme we imagine onerous even if implemented
by the OS vendor themselves. There are known defects in
ptrace containment5 that Xax does not address. Although
the Xax authors do recognize one such issue in their
paper, a simple search at Mitre’s Common Vulnerabilities
and Exposures site6 documents 41 different ptrace-related
issues. Because of its pure user-space inner sandbox, Native

5. http://www.linuxhq.com/kernel/v2.4/36-rc1/Documentation/ptrace.
txt

6. For example, see http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvekey.cgi?keyword=
ptrace
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Client is less vulnerable to these difficult kernel issues. Xax
is also vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks based on x86
errata that can cause a machine to hang or reboot [30],
[35]. Because Native Client examines every instruction and
rejects modules with instructions it finds suspect, it signif-
icantly reduces the attack surface with respect to invalid
instructions, and further it includes relevant mechanism to
defending against new exploits should they be found.

Because the Xax sandbox functions at the process
boundary, it fails to isolate untrusted code when shared
application components such as DLLs are involuntarily
injected by the operating system, an issue both for security
and for portability of untrusted code. In contrast, the Native
Client inner sandbox creates a security sub-domain within a
native operating system process. Apart from these security
differences we note that Xax does not support threading,
which we considered essential given the trend towards
multicore CPUs.

The Linux seccomp7 facility also constrains Linux pro-
cesses at the system call interface, allowing a process to
enter a mode where only exit(), read(), and write() system
calls are permitted.

6.2. Software Fault Isolation

Native Client applies concepts of software fault isolation
and proof-carrying code that have been extensively dis-
cussed in the research literature. Our data integrity scheme
is a straightforward application of segmented memory as
implemented in the Intel 80386 [13]. Our current control
flow integrity technique builds on the seminal work by
Wahbe, Lucco, Anderson and Graham [59]. Like Wahbe
et al., NaCl expresses sandboxing constraints directly in
native machine instructions rather than using a virtual ma-
chine or other ISA-portable representation. NaCl extends
this previous work with specific mechanisms to achieve
safety for the 80386 [3], [13], [31] ring-3 instruction
set architecture (ISA), using techniques similar to those
described by McCamant and Morrisett [37]. NaCl uses a
static validator rather than a trusted compiler, similar to
validators described for other systems [18], [37], [38], [47],
applying the concept of proof-carrying code [44].

After the notion of software fault isolation was popular-
ized by Wahbe et al., researchers described complementary
and alternative systems. A few [18], [37], [38], [47],
[54] work directly with x86 machine code. Others are
based on intermediate program representations, such as
type-safe languages [27], [43], [45], [56], abstract virtual
machines [2], [19], [20], [36], or compiler intermediate
representations [51]. They use a portable representation,
allowing ISA portability but creating a performance ob-
stacle that NaCl avoids by working directly with native

7. See linux/kernel/seccomp.c

machine code. A further advantage of expressing sandbox-
ing directly in machine code is that it does not require
a trusted compiler. This greatly reduces the size of the
trusted computing base (TCB) [58], and obviates the need
for cryptographic signatures from the compiler. Apart from
simplifying the security implementation, this has the further
benefit in NaCl of opening the system to 3rd-party tool
chains.

A number of recent systems have explored mechanisms
for enabling safe side effects with measured trust. NaCl
resource descriptors are analogous to capabilities in systems
such as EROS [53]. Singularity channels [29] serve an
analogous role. DTrace [10], Systemtap [47] and XFI [18]
have related mechanisms.

There are many environments based on a virtual-machine
architecture that provide safe execution and some frac-
tion of native performance [2], [5], [6], [19], [27], [36],
[51], [60]. While recognizing the excellent fault-isolation
provided by these systems, we made a deliberate choice
against virtualization in NaCl, as it is generally inconsistent
with, or irrelevant to, our goals of OS neutrality, browser
neutrality, and peak native performance.

6.3. Trust with Authentication

Perhaps the most prevalent example of using native
code in interactive web pages is Microsoft’s ActiveX [14].
ActiveX controls rely on a trust model to provide security,
with controls cryptographically signed using Microsoft’s
proprietary Authenticode system [40], and only permitted
to run once a user has indicated they trust the publisher.
This dependency on the user making prudent trust decisions
is commonly exploited. ActiveX provides no guarantee
that a trusted control is safe, and even when the control
itself is not inherently malicious, defects in the control
can be exploited, often permitting execution of arbitrary
code. In contrast, NaCl is designed to prevent such ex-
ploitation, even for flawed NaCl modules. To mitigate this
issue, Microsoft maintains a blacklist of controls deemed
unsafe [39].

7. Conclusions

This paper has described Native Client, a system for
incorporating untrusted x86 native code into an application
that runs in a web-browser. In addition to creating a barrier
against undesirable side effects, Native Client modules are
portable both across operating systems and across web
browsers, and supports performance oriented features such
as threading and vectorization instructions. We believe the
Native Client inner sandbox is extremely robust; regardless
we have provided an outer-sandbox and additional facilities
to provide defense-in-depth.
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In our experience we have found porting existing
Linux/gcc code to Native Client is straightforward, and
that the performance penalty for the sandbox is small,
particularly in the compute-bound scenarios for which the
system is designed.

By describing Native Client here and making it available
as open source, we hope to encourage community scrutiny
and contributions. We believe this feedback together with
our continued diligence will enable us to create a system
that achieves superior levels of safety than previous native
code Web technologies.
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